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in Mill Creek caflon. If all this is true, the Indians concerned were
certainly Yahi. The use of arrows points in that direction. The
date is somewhat uncertain. One informant places the occurrence
in 1866. Curtin places it in 1864. In any case, the incident brought
destruction on the heads of the northern Yana. I am once more
uncertain as to how many Indians were killed. Two companies of
whites operated, and Curtin tells in detail how they shot this woman,
and murdered that Indian child, and all the rest (p. 517). He says
that, among other episodes, twenty Yana were killed on Cottonwood
Creek, and three hundred, who were assembled for a ceremony, on
Oak Run (map C-4). A private informant mentions a "killing"
on Bear Creek (map C-6). Whatever may be the number who were
actually killed at this time, the undoubted fact remains that after
this period only remnants of the Yana people survived. The Indians
were killed in the presence and over the protests of their white
employers; women were deliberately shot down; and one white man
callously exhibited four hundred dollars he had taken from the bodies
of dead Indians, who were fresh from laboring in the harvest fields.
A few were saved through being secreted by friendly whites.

A number of Indians were killed in the southern part of the ter-
ritory as the result of the death of Mrs. Dirsch. Just north of Dye
Creek and some four miles from the valley floor, there is a bold, rocky
promontory. In a cave a mile or two up the ridge from this "point"
of rocks, some thirty Indians were cornered, probably in the year
1867. They are said to have been caught while returning from, the
Dirsch raid. Indians located in this country were certainly members
of the Yahi group, and if they really had been to the north, and had
been the perpetrators of the Dirsch murder, the killing of the inoffen-
sive northern Yana who happened to live in the vicinity of Mrs.
Dirsch's home, was doubly unjustifiable. The vicinity of the cave
where these Indians were killed has been called Campo Seco, or Dry
Camp, because some of the Bogard family had a sheep pen here, to
which water had to be transported. The details of the killing do not
matter so much. The point is that the Indians were traced into the
cave and shot down. The marks of the bullets are still to be seen on
the rocks. In 1869 the side hill (visited at that time by Mr. Norvall)
was still covered with skeletons.

At this point we may consider the history of the Yana closed,
excepting only the Yahi division. After this time, the most important
events happening in the northern part of Yana territory, are the visits
of ethnological investigators such as Curtin and Sapir.
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